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Meetings are an important organisational tool and come in many forms such as 

Information meetings, Consulting meetings, Problem Solving meetings, Decision Making 

meetings or even Planning and Preparation meetings.  If not set up and planned correctly 

these can waste a lot of time resulting in rescheduling.  With today’s virtual meetings 

taking place we tend to have more than usual as they work extended hours.

Preparation is important for all meetings.  When planning the meeting and obtaining 

availability from all stake holders, include the below information:

 Give the time and place of the meeting (will it be virtual or face to face)

 List the topics to be covered, including who is going to introduce them

 Attach all relevant documentation required for the meeting to the meeting invitation

 Indicate what time the meeting is scheduled to end (often they tend to go over if 

poorly planned)

 Always give more than one date and time of availability this gives them a choice 

without having to come back to you to get new availability possibilities.

There should be some rationale behind every meeting whether it is a low level or high 

level meeting.  It is important to note that often a meeting can be avoided and time saved 

with a simple call to the correct people.  The clearer the communication to the participants 

the less questions and comebacks you will have, saving you time as well.

Face to Face meetings:

 Don’t forget the basics – dietary requirements if refreshments are being offered. If you 

don’t know your clients… ask.

 Connectivity requirements – do they require special cables to connect an Apple Mac for 

example

 Size of meeting room required – how many attendees are there going to be? With 

requirements for social distancing

 Are they required to book parking to gain entrance to the building

 Ensure your director/manager has enough business cards to hand out if needed

All of the above may seem obvious to you, but how many of you have forgotten the 

simple things…

Good planning leads to successful meetings! Never forget to follow up on action items!


